Comparatives and Superlatives

**Pictures**
Use clip art or drawings to practice comprehension and production of comparatives and superlatives. For example,

### Comprehension of comparatives
Which snake is longer? Which ghost is scarier? Which road is curvier?

### Production of comparatives
A rock is ______ than a feather. A taxi is fast, but a race car is ______. The first painting is good, but the second painting is even ______.

### Comprehension of superlatives
Which bottle is the most damaged? Which place is the quietest?

### Production of superlatives
The first igloo is big, but the second igloo is even ______, and the third igloo is the _________.

1) 2) 3)

Chicken wings are nutritious, but a turkey sandwich is even _____ _________ and a salad is the _____ _________.